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Introduction

This was a working bibliography from about 1972-1979. It is current for works up to around 1978, but scores of important items have been added as late as the waning months of 1986. The major thrust of my research during this period was Tun-huang transformation texts 和 且 且 and that has had a decided influence on the types of materials that are included.

While drawing up this bibliography, I have become keenly aware of how limited it is and hence the urgent need for additional research tools to assist the Sinologist who is interested in studying traditional China in a global context. This is but a partial bibliography for the study of Indian influence on Chinese popular literature. We require similar works for the investigation of religion, philosophy, language, the arts, science, and so forth. And we also require handbooks which will help to illuminate China's intercourse with dozens of other peoples throughout history: the Tocharians, Khotanese, Huns, Sogdians, Uighurs, Kushans, Greeks, Romans, Tibetans, Mongols, Manchus, Vietnamese, Thais, Cambodians, and so on. During the course of my investigations, I have been especially impressed by the large impact of Iranian civilization upon China, a phenomenon of which I had previously been almost entirely ignorant.

Perhaps because of crude nineteenth-century excesses, the whole notion of cultural diffusion has lately fallen into such ill-repute that it is now considered gauche, if not immoral, to point out that a certain cultural element of one country has been borrowed from that of another country. It is as though making such an observation were perforce an attack on the integrity of the country that stooped to do the borrowing. This is nonsense, of course, unless we are willing to denigrate Shakespeare and his Elizabethan confreres for learning how to write sonnets from the Italians, Dante and Petrarch. Human beings have been borrowing ideas and techniques from each other throughout history; it is inconceivable that they will cease to do so in the future. Therefore, conscientious scholars should not avoid mentioning that a given cultural phenomenon in country A obviously derives from country B simply because there is a current sensitivity (amounting to a virtual taboo) against the making of such statements. There are only two good reasons not to draw diffusionist conclusions: 1. when they are not supported by honest, thorough, and objective evidence; 2. when they do not serve any useful purpose (e.g., better understanding of country A, of country B, of the two countries together, or of the mechanism of cultural transfer itself).
Joseph Needham and his co-workers have made tremendous contributions in calling our attention to China's technological and engineering inventions. They have also shown how some of these innovations and discoveries went beyond China's borders and were adopted by other peoples. This clear demonstration of China's ability to interrelate with other societies is a refreshing antidote to the widespread view of the Middle Kingdom as a mysterious, inscrutable, locked-up land that had little or no dealings with anyone else from the beginning of time. Chinese history and culture simply cannot be adequately understood without taking into account the history and culture of surrounding countries.

To strive for deeper comprehension of the development of various aspects of Chinese civilization, even more specialized studies are required. For example, the rise of \( tz'u \) ("lyric meters") is perhaps the most significant literary phenomenon of the Sung period but, in spite of several recent books that have diligently examined its Chinese forerunners in the T'ang, no one has yet come to serious grips with the influence of Indian, Kucheian, Iranian, Turkic, and other foreign music on \( tz'u \). A comprehensive examination of the social, literary, musical, artistic, terpsichorean, and other sources for the origins of \( tz'u \) demands that non-Chinese materials be taken extensively into account. To exclude such materials solely because they might lead to diffusionist conclusions is to restrict unduly (and potentially falsify) one's inquiry at the outset.

During the period of my research on Tun-huang transformation texts, I accumulated more than 5,000 note cards relating to the early development of \( tz'u \). I am also in possession of a great amount of other material relating to the rise of \( tz'u \), including slides, photographs, charts, etc. Having completed my work on transformation texts, I now realize that the early history of the \( tz'u \) is only tangentially related to the history of that genre. Furthermore, I am not myself now in a position to pursue further studies in proto-\( tz'u \) nor will I be free to do so for another ten years. Therefore, to any qualified individual who wishes to publish on the early history of lyric meters in the nearer future, I gladly allow unlimited access to my files on this subject.

To utilize these materials fully and effectively, however, one must have an interest in and a willingness to deal with the following areas of research: T'ang period music and institutions, Indian music and dance, Central Asian cultures, the Sanskrit language, Buddhism, art history, cultural borrowing, and the evolution of literary genres. It is also essential that anyone who uses these materials be capable of reading Japanese.
Introduction

It is my firm opinion, based on personal experience and observation of the research of others, that what is true of tz'u is true of most other aspects of Chinese civilization. Namely, any inquiry that a priori restricts itself to Chinese sources alone is liable to distortion, if not outright failure. This is, of course, not to assert that non-Chinese sources are relevant in all cases, only that to preclude their consideration ahead of time is both perilous and unscholarly.

Inclusion of a work in this bibliography is by no means an endorsement of its quality or views. Conversely, important and valuable works may have been omitted through oversight or because I have deemed them not directly pertinent to the limited purview of this particular bibliography. In a few instances, works which I have not been able to examine personally but which appear to be significant for researchers in the field of Indian influence on Chinese popular literature have been noted. These are listed in the last section of the bibliography.

All Chinese, Japanese, and Korean titles have been given in English as well as in romanization and characters. The translations in square brackets are my own. Those in parentheses are either established equivalents or have been provided by the authors and editors of the works concerned. Occasionally I have made minor, cosmetic changes in these latter renderings to bring them into agreement with acceptable English grammar and usage. In the majority of cases, the translations of East Asian titles that I have provided are not at all elegant; they are meant to serve primarily as identifying tags for readers unfamiliar with morphographic East Asian written languages.

In the Chinese section of the bibliography, basic information about the listed texts has been noted. Many of the pre-twentieth-century works have been described more fully in the following: Gimm (especially pp. 583-620), des Rotours (especially pp. 72-118), Pian (especially pp. 235-237), Teng and Biggerstaff, and Edwards. For all pre-twentieth-century works, I have tried to provide some indication of the time when the author, compiler, translator, or editor(s) lived. Failing this, the date of original publication or date of the preface is usually given. Translations from a given language, regardless of the language into which they are made, will be found under the section of the bibliography appropriate to the original source material. Hence, Iriya Yoshitaka's renderings of popular Buddhist narratives from Tun-huang are given in the Chinese section rather than in the Japanese one.
The bibliography is divided into the following sections:


5. South and Southeast Asian and Buddhicized Central Asian Texts, Translations, and Dictionaries (Includes Indic, Tibetan, Uighur, Indonesian, etc.). Pp. 115ff.


7. Studies and Texts in European Languages (Other than Translations from the Above Groups). Pp. 134ff.


N.B.: Ample room has intentionally been left in the margins for future additions.
Journals and Works Referred to in Abbreviated Fashion

**ADAWB**
Abhandlungen der Deutschen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin.

**AKFAW**
Abhandlungen der Königlich Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften.

**AM**
Asia Major.

**AFAW**
Abhandlungen der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften.

**ArchOr**
Archiv Orientální.

**BBK**
Bukeyo bungaku kenkyu [Studies on Buddhist Literature] 佛教文学研 究. For publication information on individual volumes, see under Bukeyo bungaku kenkyu kai.

**BCL**

**BEFEO**
Bulletin de l'École Française d'Extrême-Orient.

**BMFEA**

**BHS**
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit. See under Edgerton.

**BSOAS**

**BSOS**
Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies.

**BSS**
Kuo-hsüeh chi-pen ts'ung-shu (Basic Sinological Series) 国学基本叢書. Chinese texts published by the Commercial Press of Shanghai.

**CH**
Chung-hua shu-ch'ao typeset and punctuated edition of the standard, dynastic histories.

**CKW**
Chung-kuo yu-wen (Chinese Philology) 中國語言文.

**CTW**
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CYYY  

D  
Numbered manuscripts in the Duh-Khvardski Fond at the Institute Narodov Azii, Leningrad.

EB  

F  
Numbered Flux manuscripts at the Institute Narodov Azii, Leningrad.

HJAS  
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies.

HT  
Hsiang Ta 何 。 T'ang-tai Ch'ang-an 佛教 E Hei-yü wen-ming Ch'ang-an during the T'ang Period and the Civilization of the Western Regions 唐代安東域西域文明 Peking: Hsin-chih san-lien shu-tien, 1957. This is a greatly expanded and revised version of Hsiang's work of the same title which appeared as No. 2 in the Yen-ching hsiang-pao chuan-hao [Special Issues of The Learned Journal of Yenching University]

IAE  
Internationales Archiv für Ethnographie.

IHQ  
Indian Historical Quarterly

"Inventory"  

JA  
Journal Asiaticque.

JAOS  

JAS  
Journal of Asian Studies.

JRAS  
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

JSS  
Journal of the Siam Society.

KITLV  
Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde.

KKK  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liter, Suppl.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MBV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PWYP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften.

SPPY
Seu-pu pei-yao [Essential Works of the Four Categories of Literature] 四部類要

SPTK

T

T
Takakusu Jun'irō 高橋次郎 and Watanabe Kaigyou 萬葉劇, ed. Taishō shinshū Daizōkyō (The Tripitaka in Chinese) 大正新修大藏經, 100 vols. Tokyo: The Taishō Issai-kyō Kanko Kwaï, 1922-1934. Individual works from this collection are not listed separately in the bibliography. The form of citation is T (number of work) volume of Taishō shinshū Daizōkyō, page and section of page from same; e.g. T(9)4.43c.

TOC
Sun K'ai-chi 孫楷第. Ts'ang-chou chi [Selected Works of Ts'ang-chou] 渣州集

TOWC

TOWC
Tung-ching meng-hua lu (wei seu chung) [Record of Dream of the Splendors of the Eastern Capital (plus Four Related Texts)] 滄州夢華錄 (外四種). Shanghai: Shanghai ku-tien wen-hsteh ch'u-pan-she, 1956.
Abbreviations

Tiger

TP
T'oung Pao.

TSOC

TaSoc

TPLS
Ch'en Lien-t'ang 陈连塘 (Ch'ing), ed. T'ang-tai ts'oung-shu [T'ang Dynasty Collectanea]. 唐代叢書. Shanghai: Chin-chang t'u-shu-ch'uan, 1951(?), lithograph.

Ww-th

WwTeL

Z
Nakano Tatsuei 中野達雄, et al., comp. Dai Nippon zoku zôkyô [Great Japanese Continuation of the Tripitaka]. 大日本織錦, 750 vols. Kyoto: Kyôto zôkyô shoin, 1905-1912. Individual works from this collection are not listed in the bibliography. The form of citation is Z division, case 篇, fascicle 冊, page: e.g. 21.87.4, 302b.

ZDMG
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft.


Haia (Part Two) 下, ibid., 5.2 [18] (June, 1986), 53-57


Kanaoka Shôkô 賀野照光. "Tonkô henbun kenkyū no dōkô (1)—Shiryō kenkyū o chūshin ni (Recent Studies on Tun-huang Pien-wen [1])" Tôyô gakuhô (Reports of the Oriental Society), 46.3 (December 1963), 118-125.

——. "Tonkô henbun kenkyū no dōkô (2)—Henbun no honshitsu, sōron ni kansuru kenkyū (Recent Studies on Tun-huang Pien-wen [2])" Tôyô gakuhô (Reports of the Oriental Society), 46.4 (March 1964), 106-116.

——. Tonkô no bunbaku, pp. 1-10 ("Sankô bunken [Reference Materials] 参考文献").

——. Tonkô no minshū, pp. 349-357 ("Shuyo sankô bunken [Main Reference Materials] 主要参考文献").
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Mair, Victor H. "Inventory," q.v.


Ota Tatsuo 太田辰夫. Tonkō bungaku kenkyū shomoku (A Bibliography of the Tun Huang Manuscripts Concerning Chinese Literature) 藤壺文学研究書目. Kobe gaidai ronbō (The Kobe City University Journal) 神戸外大論叢, 5.2 (July 1954), 119-130.

PekCat, q.v.

Tachibana Zuichō 袋重朝. Catalog of 429 Tun-huang manuscripts. Published in vol. 10 of Lo Ch'ung-yü's Hsia-hen-ten ts'ung-k'ue (q.v.).


Chinese Studies, Texts, Translations, and Dictionaries


Chang Lei 張frei (1052-1112), comp.Wen-tao ts'e-chih [Miscellany for Illuminating the Way] 明遠雜記. TSCC, ts'e 2860.


Chinese


Chang Tsu 張燧 (c. 660-741). Ch'ao-yeh ch'ien-t'ai [Inclusive Register for Court and Countryside] 朝野去載. TTPS, ts'e 1.

Chang Yen-yan 張彦遠 (fl. 847-874). Li-tai ming-hua chi [A Record of Famous Painters of Successive Dynasties] 历代名畫記 (847). References to the Chinese text are to the pages in Acker where it is reprinted. I have also consulted the Chung-kuo mei-shu lun-chu ts'ung-k1 經籍 of Chinese Art Series 中國美術論著叢書 edition published in Peking by Jen-min mei-shu ch'u-pan-shu, 1963, the annotated edition of Yü Chien-hua, q.y., and the annotated translation of Nagahiro Toshio, q.y. I have not been able to locate Ono Katsutoshi's two volume annotated translation.


Chao Ching-ming. See Zhao Zhiming.
Chao Ch' ing-shen 趙景深. "Mu-lien ch'iu-mu te yen-pien [The Evolution of the Tale 'Maudgalyāyana Rescues His Mother']" 目連救母的故事. In his T'ao ch'in hsiao chi [Brief Notes on Readings of Drama] 談曲技艺. Shanghai: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1959. Pp. 74-90. This is an adaptation of the following entry.


"Shen-mo chiao-tso 'pien-wen'? Ho hou-lai te 'pao-ch'iian', 'chu-kung-tiao', 't'an-tzu', 'ku-tzu' t'eng wen-t'i yu tsen-yang te kuan-hsi? [What Is Referred to by the Term pien-wen? And What Kind of Relation Does It Bear upon Such Later Literary Genres as pao-chiian, chu-kung-tiao, t'an-tzu, and ku-tzu?]
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"Ts'ung pien-wen t'an-tz'u" (Popular Literature from Tun-huang) 敦煌的俗文學. Hsiao-chuo yüeh-pao (The Short Story Magazine) 小説月報, 20.3 (March 10, 1929), 475-496.


Hei-hsiang yin-chu Mu-lien chiu-mu ch'an-shan chi [Phonetically Glossed and Annotated Tale of Mahamaudgalyāyana Rescuing His Mother and Exhorting Her to Be Good] 解像音註目連救母勸善記. Chin-ling: Pu-ch'ung t'ang, n.d.


"Ieh-t'an Sung Yüan chiang-shih te yün-yüan [A Brief Discussion on the Origins of History-Telling during the Sung and Yuan Dynasties]" 筆跡罕見講史的淵源. Litier, 211 (June 1, 1958).


Chiang Fu 蔣勳 and Lo Fu-ch'ang 羅 fascinated. Sha-chou wen-lu [A Record of Writings from Sha-chou] 沙州文錄. Printed 1924 by Lo Chen-yu.


Chiao-jan, Shih Chiao-jan chi [Works of the Buddhist Chiao-jan]. SPBK.


Tu Jih-pen Ts'ang-shih Wu-ssu-lang te Mu-tien chu-mu hsing-hsiao hai-wen yen-chiu [On Reading the 'Study of the Playscript Naugdalyavana Performs an Act of Filial Piety in Saving His Mother' of Kuraishi Takeshirō] 詩本中事武四郎的「母道救母行孝戲文研究」. Min-su Folkways, 72 (August 7, 1929), 1-7.

Ch'ien Ts'ai, Shuo Yueh ch'ien chuan [Complete Telling of the Story of Yueh Fei]. N.p. [Taipei?]: Li-ming ch'u-pan-she, n.d. [1969?].


Chin Ju-ch'ien. See Kan Ju Ch'ien.


Ch'in-tin 金丁. "Tun-huang pi-hue Ch'i-yüan chi-t'u k'ao [A Study of the Pictorial Records of the Jetavana Park in Tun-huang Cave-Drawings]" 敦煌壁畫及圖文. WKTJL, 10 (cumulative 98) (October 8, 1958), 8-13, includes two pages of plates.


Ching-te ch'uan-teng lu [Register of the Transmission of the Lamp, from the T'ung-chou Reig Period (1004-1007)] 僧德傳燈錄, comp. 1004 by Tao-yüan 道原. SPKH, series 3.


Ch'ing-wang shang-ho t'u chihnan [Scroll of the "Picture of Spring Festival by the River"] 清明上河圖卷. Peking: Chung-kuo ku-tien i-shu ch'u-pan-shè, 1958.


Ch’iu-le, see Chin-lo.


"Tun-huang pi-hua yê Po-ching [Tun-huang Wall-Paintings and Buddhist Sutras]" 敦煌壁畫與佛經. WU-TH(M), 90-106.


Also see the separate entry under Chou's "Tu T'ang-tai su-chiang k'ao."
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Chou Mi 周密 (1212-c. 1308). Wu-lin chiu-shih [Old Affairs of Hangzhou] 武林舊事, after 1280 and probably before 1290. TWSC.


Chou Ts'e-tsung. See Chow Tse-tsung.


Chinese


Ch'üan T'ang shih. See P'eng Ting-ch'iu.
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(pseudonym of Hsiang Ta)

Chueh-ming, "T'ang T'ai Po-chü" [A Discussion of Buddhist Cantos in the T'ang Dynasty].

Hsiang-shuo yeh-pao (The Short Story Magazine) 20.10 (October 10, 1929), 1579-1588.


Davis, A. R. T'ao Yuan-ming. See under Western section of bibliography.
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Pu Chen-lun 顏振倫. "Pai-nien tai hei-pei pien-chiang t'an-chien niē-piao ['A Table by Years Covering a Time Span of Approximately One Hundred Years of Exploration of the Northwest Border Area]' 百年來西北邊疆探検年表. WMXL, 2.5 (May), 1951), 212-221.
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Gwoyeu tsyderan [Dictionary of the National language]


Han Tao-chao 韓道昭. *Wu-yin lei-ch'ü shu-mu shen p'ien-hai [A Compendium of the Five Sounds Grouped according to Classes and the Four Tones]* 武音類聚四聲篇海. Published between 1575 and 1589.


Ho-lo t'u-shu ch'u-pan-she 河洛圖書出版社, ed.  
Chung-kuo shen-hua ku-shih [Stories of Chinese Legends]  
中國神話故事. Taipei: Ho-lo t'u-shu ch'u-pan-she,  
1976.

Ho P'eng 何朋. "Làshè lun Ch'ang-tsung yù Chung-kuo  
wen-huah [A Brief Discussion of the Zen Sect and  
Chinese Literature]." 痕論 佛宗與中國文學.  
BCL, pp. 295-300.

Ho Yean 何遠 (Sung). Ch'un-chu chi-wen [Records of  
Things Heard by Water's Edge in Spring]. 春渚紀聞.  
In Hsah-chin t'ao yean [Seek the Source of the Ford  
of Learning]. 漢津訂原, ts'e 209-221.

Hou Ming-chi 侯明極. Yao-ming p'u [A list of  
Names of Medicines]. 藥名錄, rev. Tao Ku.  
(902-970). TS3S, ts'e 7, chih 76.

Hui-ti 西姊, pseud. of Cheng Chen-to 鄭拓輝.  
"Po-ch'ü hsi-lu [Catalog of Buddhist Cantos]." 佛  
曲錄. Chung-kuo wen-huah zen-chiu [Studies of  
Chinese Literature]. 中國文學研究, ed. Cheng  
Chen-to. Special issue (13) of Hsiao-shu yeh-pao  
(The Short Story Magazine). 小說月報, 17. Shanghai:  
under Hu Ti-shan, "Fan-ch'ü.

Hsiang Ta 向達. See also Chihh-hsing, Fang Hui,  
Hsiao Ta, and abbreviated entries under HT.

____. "Chü Lun-tun so t'sü'ang t'ung-huang  
su-wen-huahu [Notes on Popular Literature from Tun-huang  
Kept in London]." 經倫敦所藏的敦煌通俗文學.  
HT, pp. 240-251.

____. "Kuan-yü 'Su-chiang k'ao' ts'ai shuo  
chi-ch'ü hua fu-chi [A Few More Words on 'Examination  
of Popular Lectures' as an Appendix]." 關於俗講考  
再說幾句話附記. T'ou-shu chou-k'an [Book  
Weekly]. 圖書周刊, 21. T'ien-chin ta-kung pao  
(Tientsin l'Impartial). 天津大公報 (June [?]),  
1947. Cited in Wu Hsiao-ling's article of the same year.

____. "Lo Shu-yen 'Pu T'ang-ch'ung I-ch'ao  
chuan' pu-cheng [Additions and Corrections to Lo  
Chen-yü's 'Additions to the Biography of Chang I-ch'ao  
in the T'ang History']." 羅松山補唐代張越  
傳補正. HT, pp. 417-428; also see Hsiang Ta.  
"Aménagements au Pou T'ang-chou Tch'ang Yi-ch'ao tchouan  
de Lo Tch'en-yu." Mélanges Sinologiques (Peking,  
1951), 1-18.[19].
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______.

"Lun T'ang-tai Po-ch'ü [On Buddhist Cantos of the T'ang Period]" 論唐代佛曲.  
20.10 (October 10, 1929).1579-1588.

______.

"Lun-tun so t'ang Tun-huang ch'üan-tzu tsing-yen mu-lu [Catalog of Tun-huang Scrolls I Have Seen that Are Preserved in London]"  
20.10 (October 10, 1929).1579-1588.

______.

"Ming Ch'ing chih chih chih pao-ch'uan wen-hsiêh yu pai-lien chiao [Precious Scroll Literature and the White Lotus Sect in Late Ming and Early Ch'ing]" 明清之際之寶卷文學與白蓮教.  
HT, pp. 600-616.

______.

HT, pp. 393-416.

______.

"Pu-shuo T'ang-tai su-chiang erh-san shih chien ta Chou I-liang Kuan Te-tung liang hsien-sheng [Two or Three Additional Matters concerning the 'Popular Lectures' of the T'ang Period as well as a Reply to Kaer. Chou I-liang and Kuan Te-tung]"  

______.

"T'ang-tai Ch'ang-an yü hsi-yü wen-ming."  
HT, pp. 1-116, plus seven plates. Originally appeared as a special issue of Yen-chih hsiao-pao 燕京學報:  
2 (October 1933).

______.

"T'ang-tai su-chiang k'ao [An Examination of the Popular Lectures of the T'ang Dynasty] 唐代俗講考."  
HT, pp. 294-336, plus three plates.  
This is a greatly expanded and revised version of the article by the same title which appeared in Yen-chih hsiao-pao (Yenching Journal of Chinese Studies) 燕京學報, 16 (December 1934),119-132 (English title given as "Story-telling in the Tang Dynasty").

______.

Appendix (pp. 121-123) to Shui T'ien-ming 水天明, "Pu-an
Ying-lun, p'u-p'u ta-mo--t'an Haiang Ta chiao-shou tui 'Tun-huang hsf eh' ts kung-heien [Head Bowed over His Desk at the British Museum, Plodding through the Great Desert: a Discussion of Professor Haiang Ta's Contributions to Tünhuanges]." 教煌學報 2 (1980-81), 117-123.

Ying-lun, su-chiang wen-hsfeh tso-pin mu-lu [Catalog of the Literature of Popular Lectures which Came from Tun-huang]. 教煌講經抄本錄, Appendix two in "T'ang-tai su-chiang k'ao [An Examination of Popular Lectures of the T'ang Dynasty]." 文史雜誌, 3.9-10 (May 1944), 59-60.


________. "Tun-huang Po-ch'ü [Buddhist Cantos from Tun-huang]" 敦煌佛曲. In his Chin-ku wen-hsüeh kai-lun, pp. 119-122.


________. "Tun-huang pien-wen ts'u-yü yen-chiu [Research into the Language of Tun-huang pien-wen]" 敦煌文獻語言研究. CKYW, 8A (August 22, 1961), 29-34. (cumulative 107)

Hsü Hsiao-t'ing 休筱汀, "Hsiao-shuo hai-ch'ü chung hui, 'che,' 'ch'u' san tsu lai-li [The Antecedents of the Three Words 'hui,' 'che,' and 'ch'u' in Fiction and Drama]" 小說 戲劇中「悔」、「切」、「出」三字之來歷. Tung-fang tsa-chih [Orient Magazine] 東方雜誌, 42.2 (February 15, 1946), 55-59.
Hsü K'o 徐珂(b. 1869). *Ch'ing pai lei-ch'ao* [Classified Notes on Trivia from the Ch'ing Period]. Taipei: Commercial Press, 1966; rpt. of 1917 typeset ed.


Hsiao-shuo fleh-pao (The Short Story Magazine) - j- 16.7 (July 1925), 10. "Fan-chn t'i-li chi ch'i tsai han-chü shang ts'ien-tien ti-ti [The Conventions of Sanskrit Drama and Their Pervasive Evidence in Chinese Drama]." 《戲劇禮節及其在漢劇上演時之影響》. *Chung-kuo shih-shih hsieh-ching* [Studies of Chinese Literature] 中國文學研究, ed. Cheng Chen-to. Special issue (13) of *Hsiao-shuo yueh-pao* (The Short Story Magazine) 小說月報, 17. Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1927. Pp. 379-414. Note that there are a number of reprints and pirated editions of this work under a variety of titles and ascribed to a hodge-podge of editors (often Liang Ch'i-ch'ao 梁启超). Frequently the order and titles of the articles and even the names of the authors have been tampered with.
Yin-tu wen-hshf (Indian Literature)

Yin-tu Wen-hsteh (Indian Literature)


Hs'iao-fu Hsin Sh'ing. "Chiang-ch'ang wen-hshf
sh ym-tao-pa shiang pien-wen' chi ch'1-t'a
[The Distant Ancestor of Prosmetric Literature,
'The Eight Aspects pien-wen,' and so forth]."

Chung hshf-sheng [The High-School Student Magazine]
中學生，189 (July 1, 1947), 55-60. Subtitled
"Chung-kue wen-hshf ming-chu chiang-hua chih liu
[Lectures on Famous Works of Chinese Literature,
no. 6]." Chung-kuo wen-hshf ming-chu chiang-hua chih liu
no. 6, 1947.

Hs'io-ho hua-p'U [Catalog of Paintings from the
Proclamation of Peace Palace] 宣和畫譜, preface
1120, ed. Mao Chiu-fu (1598-1659). In Yang Chiu-lo
楊家騫, ed. Chung-kue hshf-shu ming-chu ti-wu
chi, shu ts'ung-pien ti-i chi ts'e chiu [Fifth
Compilation of Famous Chinese Scholarly Works, First
Collection of the Arts Series, Ninth Volume] 中國
藝術名著編輯藝術叢編第一集丸九
Taipei: Shih-ch'ieh shu-ch'ü, 1962, photocopied from
the TaSSE ed. (ts'e 1652-1653) which is based on the
edition in Chin-tai pi-shu [Secret Books for Crossing
the Ford] 津渡秘書 (1630-1642).

Hs'e Ch'ao-yun 郝昭福(‘ang). Huan-ying chuan

Hu Chi 胡易. Sung Chiu tsa-ch'h k'ao [Examination
of Sung and Chin Dynasties Drama] 宋金雜劇考.
Shanghai: Chung-hua shu-ch'ü, 1959.

Hu Chu-an 胡竹安. "Tun-huang pien-wen chung te
shuang-yun lien-tzu' [Paired Rhyming Conjunctions in
the pien-wen from Tun-huang] 敦煌變文中的變
音連兩. CKYW, 10-11, (October-November 1961),
41-46.

Hu Hs'ai-ch'en 胡懷深. "Chung-ku-tai hsiao-shuo
chih wai-ku-tzu-liao [Foreign Materials in Ancient
Chinese Fiction]" 中國古代小說之外國資料,
I ching [Lost Literature] 遠 47, 1.4 (April 20,
1936), 3-7.

"Chung-ku-tai hsiao-shuo te kuo-chi
hsiao-hsi [The International Relations of Ancient
Chinese Fiction]" 中國古代小說的國際關係.
Shih-ch'ieh tsa-ch'ü [World Magazine] 世界雜誌,
1.4 (April 5, 1931), 629-638 and 2.4 (October 5, 1931),
631-636.


Hu Tzu 胡仔 (Sung). T'iao-hai ya-yin te'ung-hua [Collected Tales of the Fisherman Hermit from Trumpet Creek]. 百溪漁隱嘉話. T'ung-ch'ing, ts'e 2559-2570
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Huang Shang-fu. 3,.

Huang Wei-liang. "Chung-kuo t'ao-tao te ch'i-man te chu wen-ti" [Several Questions Relating to the Story of the Man from Chiang Ch'ing-ho shih-ch'ao shuo ch'i-man te chu wen-ti] (October 11, 1959)."


Huo Shih-haiu 胡世偉. "T'ang-tai ch'uan-ch'i wen yü Yin-tu ku-shih [Ch'uan-ch'i Writing of the T'ang Period and Stories from India] 唐代傳奇文學 印度故事. Wen-hsueh [Literature] 文學, Chung-huo wen-hsueh yen-chiu chuan-hao [Special Issue Devoted to the Study of Chinese Literature] 中國文學研究專號, 2.6 (June 1, 1934), 1051-1066.


Kan Ju Ch'ien (Chin Ju-chih) 金儒志, ed. Chung-hua shu-cha, 1958, and reprint of Tung-wen shu-chü ed.


Kuo Jo-hao 郭若庵 (fl. 1071-1074). T’u-hua chien-wen chih [A Record of Things Seen and Heard about Painting] 畫畫見聞記. For Chinese text, see Soper 1951.
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Leong Weng Kee 李文基． "Pien-hsiang yu ch’a-t’u hua-pen (On the Relationship between Pictorial Illustrations in Buddhist Texts and Illustrations in Traditional pai-hua Novels)" ippai 图解圖案． Hsin-hsing hsieh-pao (Journal of the Island Society) 新興學報，1 (December 1967)，seventh article; reprinted BCL，pp. 239-253.

———. "Yu shuo-shu pien-ch'eng hsi-ch'ü t'ae heng-ch'i (The Transition from 'Shuo Shu' to 'Tsa Ch'i') [Traces of the Transformation from Oral Narrative to Drama]" by 顏由, 聖文 14. Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1937.


Li Ho 李贺. Li ho ko-shih pien [The Songs and Poems of Li Ho] 李贺歌詩編. STPK ed.


Li Pen-yao 李本耀. Sung Yuen Ming p'ing-hua yen-chiu [Studies on the p'ing-hua of the Sung, Yuan, and Ming Dynasties] 宋元明通俗研究. Taipei (?): Taiwan National University, Research Institute of Chinese Literature (?), 1973 (?).
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Liu Tou 孫. _Yang-chou hua-yang lu [A Record of the Pleasure Barges of Yangchow]_. Yangchow shu-cha, 1960; originally printed 1795.


Liang Jung-chi. See Leong Weng Kea.


Lin Mei-i 林美儀. _Tun-huang ch'ü-yen-chiu [Studies on Tun-huang Cantos]_. 敦煌曲研究. Taipei: 1976?


Liu K'ai-jung 劉開晃. "Yu-hsien k'u' yu pien-wen te kuan-hai [The Relation between the 'Grotto of Transcendant Maidens' and pien-wen]" 妻仙窟與
'譬文的關係. In his T'ang-tai hsiao-shuo yen-chiu
[Studies of T'ang Dynasty Fiction] 唐代小說
134. Reprinted in Jen-jen wen-k'u [Everyman's Library]
人人文學, 112-113. Taipei: Commercial Press,
1966. N.B. The coverage of pien-wen in the revised
edition, of which I have seen the third printing
(Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1955) is vastly inferior
to that of the original 1946 edition.

Liu Shih-lun 劉世倫. "Po-chiao [in Table of
Contents; the title of the article itself has haoeh]
tui-yu Chung-kuo wên-hsên te ying-hsien [The Influence
of Buddhism on Chinese Literature]. "佛教對
對於中國文學的影響. Chung-kuo i chou
(The China Weekly) 中國一周, 1009 (August 25,

Liu Ta-chiêh 劉大杰. Chung-kuo wen-hsên fa-chan
shih [A History of the Development of Chinese Literature]
中國文學發展史. Shanghai: Chung-hua shu-chê,
1962.

Liu T'ieh-yûn (Liu E). The Travels of Lao Ts'ân,
tr. and annot. Harold Shadick. Ithaca, New York:

Liu Wu-chi 柳無忌. Yin-tu wen-hsên [Indian
Literature]. 研究印度文學. Chunking: Chung-kuo
wen-hua fu-wu she, 1945, second ed.; first ed. also
1945.

Liu Yûn-lin 劉淵麟. Ch'ing-ming shang-ho t'ü
chih tsung-ho yen-chiu [Synthetic Research on "Picture
of Spring Festival by the River"] 清明上河圖之

Lo Chen-yü 劉振玉. A Chen-sung t'ang ts'ang
hai-ch'ü pi-chi ts'ung-ts'ao [Collected Fragments
of Secret Manuscripts from the Western Frontierland
Preserved in Unwavering Pine Hall] 松堂藏西陲
秘著堂. Photographic reproduction by the
compiler, 1933.

[Collectanea from Lucky Stone Cottage, first series]

-comp. Chi-shih an ts'ung-shu, ti-i chi
吉石藏書, 第 1 集. 6 vols. By the author,
1914-1917.

"Fo-ch'ü san-chung pa [Colophone to
Three Buddhist Cantos]." 佛曲三種跋. In his
Sung-wen chin-kao [Recent Manuscripts of Old Pine]
松書述稿. Published by the author, 1925. P. 22a.
Chinese

---
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---


---


---


---

Chinese


Luo Tzong-t'ao. See article listed under Lo Tsung-t'ao.


Mather, Richard B. See Liu I-ch'ing.


Meng Yuan-lao 孟元老 (c. 1060-1126). Tung-ching meng-hua lu [Record of the Remembered Serenity of the Eastern Capital] 東京耆舊錄 (1147--covers period 1102-1125). 新潮. Also see Iriya Yoshitaka and Umezara Kōoru.
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[Image 0x0 to 610x783]
Nai-te Weng [Enduring Old Man]. Tu-ch'ang chi sheng [Notes on the Sights of the Capital City]. Beijing, c. 1235. TOHMS.


——. Tun-huang pi-hua tu-shih tsu-liao [Materials on Chinese Costume from Tun-huang Wall-Paintings]. Peking: Chung-kuo ku-ku-tien i-shu ch'u-pan-she, 1958. (see also under Pan Chung-kwei)


P'ei Hsiao-yan 留孝源 (P'ang). Chen-kuan kung-sun hua shih [History of Paintings formerly in the Sui Royal Collection Surviving in Public and Private Hands at the Beginning of the True Prospect Reign Period (627-649)] 質觀公私畫史. TTR, 6, chih 58.


Pelliot, Paul. See Po Hsi-ho.
Chinese

P'eng Ting-ch'iu 彭定求 (1645-1719), et al., ed.  
Ch'nan T'ang shih Complete T'ang Poetry 金唐詩。  

Pi Yen 緯 (1730-1797). Haö tzu-chien t'ung-chien  
[Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in Government, 顧視  
治通鑑, 6 vols. Peking: K'u-ch'i ch'u-pan-she,  
1957.

P'ei-yihng hai chu-pen [Shadowplay Scripts] 皮影戲  
剧本, Manuscripts preserved in the Treasure Room  

Po Cha-i 白居易 (772-846). Po shih Ch'ang-ch'ing  
chi [Collected Works of Po Cha-i] 白氏長慶集·  
Shô ed.

Po Hsieh-ho [Paul Pelliot] 伯希和 and Haneda Toru  
橘田孝, ed. Tun-huang i-shu ti-i chi (Manuscrite  
de Touen-houang) 敦煌遺書甲集, 2 vols.  
Kyoô: Tôa-kôkyôkwaî (Shanghai), 1926.

des Ronours, Robert, tr. and annot. Courtisanes  
Chinoises à la Fin des T'ang entre circa 789 et le  
8 janvier 881. Bibliothèque de l'Institut des Hautes  

Saitô Sho 賀藤秀, Ri Ge 李绩. Kanshô  

Shan-hsi sheng wen-wu kuan-li kung-tao wei-ying-hui  
[Shánsi Provincial Working Committee in Charge of  
Managing Cultural Artifacts] 山西省文物管理  
工作委員會, ed. Yung-lo kung [The Palace  
(Temple) of Eternal Joy] 永樂宮. Peking: Jen-min  

Shao Hung 王紅. Tun-huang shih-shih chiang-ching-wen  
yen-chiu [A Study of the Buddhist Sutra Narration  
[Chiang-Ching-Wen] Found in the Tun-huang Caves]  
敦煌佛經遺文研究. Wen-shih ts'ung-k'ân  
(History and Chinese Literature Series) 文史叢刊.  

Shao Jung-fen 邵景芬. "Tun-huang su-wen-hsüeh  
chung te pêh-tzu i-wen ho T'ang Wu-tai hsi-pei  
fang-yin [Miswritten Graphs and Anomalous Writing  
in the Vernacular Literature of Tun-huang Texts  
and the Local Phonetic Characteristics of the Northwest  
during the T'ang and Five Dynasties Periods]"  
敦煌俗文學中的別字異文和唐代西北  
方言. CKYW, 3 (cumulative 124) (June 22, 1963),  
193-217.
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Shih Chiao-jan. See under Chiao-jan.


Ssu-ch'uan mei-shu hsi-ch'ao t'ueh [Sculpture Department of the Szechwan Academy of Fine Arts]
四川美術學院雕塑系，ed. Ta-tsu shih-k'e [Stone Sculpture from Ta-tsu] 大足石刻．


Su Pai 季節. "Tun-huанг Mo-kao-k'u chung te 'Wu-t'ai-shan t'u' ['Pictures of the Five Terraces Mountains' in the None Higher Caves at Tun-huang]" 敦煌莫高窟中之五臺山園． WE-TH (B), 49-71.


——. "Pa Hei-ch'eng so ch'u Hsi-hsia shih hsieh-sheng Po-chiao chieh-ming ch'uan-tzu—chien lun Tun-huang shih-shih feng-pi nien-tai [Postscript to the Manuscript Scroll of Buddhist Gathā Titles from Kara-khotu of the Hsi-hsia Period—together with a Discussion of the Date of the Sealing of the Stone Chamber at Tun-huang]" 敦煌出土西夏本佛說佛陀海圖. 大陸中報, 42.9 (September 15, 1971), 5-9.


Sun K'ai-tı 孫楷第. "Chin-shih hsi-ch'ü te ch'ang-yen hsing-shih ch'ıu tsu k'uei-lei-hsi ying-hsi k'ao: [An Examination of the Derivation of the Conventions of Singing and Acting in Modern Drama from Puppet Theater and Shadow Theater]." *近世 戲曲の 唱演形式 出自傳統 戲劇.* TCC, 238-307; originally written 1940.


Sun K'ai-tı 孫楷第. "Chueh-chil shih tsen-yang ch'i-lai [In What Manner Did the chueh-chil Arise?]." 聰明 起來. TCC, 454-466; originally appeared in Hsih-yüan (Campus Scientiae) 學苑, 1.4 (August 1947), 83-88.


Sun K'ai-tı 孫楷第. "Chung-kuo tuan-p'ien pai-hua hsiao-shuo ta fa-chan yu 1-shu shang te t'e-tien [The Development of the Vernacular Chinese Short Story and Its Artistic Features]." *中國 短篇白話 小說的 繼承與藝術 上的 特點.* In his Su-chiang shue-hua yu pai-hua hsiao-shue, pp. 1-13. Originally appeared in Wen-1 pao (Literature Report) 文學報, 4.3 (1951). The first half of the article was reprinted in TCC (see preceding entry) without any mention that the second half (which contains valuable insights about the influence of Buddhist lectures on the Chinese fictional tradition) ever existed.
Chinese


The Record of the Three Kingdoms p'ing-hua and the Popular Romance on the Record of the Three Kingdoms 三國志平話與三國志傳通俗演義. TOC, 109-120. Originally appeared in Wen-shih [Literature and History], 1.2 (June 15, 1934), 67-79.

Shuo-hua k'ao [An Examination of the Term 'shuo-hua'] 說話考. TOC, 92-96; originally written in 1933; also in Lung Chung-kwu T'ung-p'ien pai-hua hsiao-shu, pp. 40-41 and Su-chiang shuo-hua yü pai-hua hsiao-shu, pp. 30-31.
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"T'ang-tai su-chiang huei-fan yu ch'i pen chih t'i-ts'ai [The Rules for Popular Lectures of the T'ang Period and the Form of their Texts]" 唐代俗講教範與其文之體制，In his Lun Chung-kuo t'uan-pien pai-huei hsiao-shuo, pp. 57-138. Also in TOC, 1-50 and S-chiang t'ai-huei yu pai-huei hsiao-shuo, p. 40-47.

---

"Tu pien-wen [On Reading pien-wen]" 論變文. TOC, 61-71; originally written 1936. See also the same article under the next entry.

---


---

"Tun-huang hsieh-pen Chang HuaI-lshen pien-wen pa [Postscript to the pien-wen Manuscript from Tun-huang on Chang HuaI-lshen]" 敦煌寫本 河海變文試. CYY, 7.3 (November 1937), 385-404.

---


---


Suzuki Torao 鈴木達夫, ed. and comm. Hi Chūjitsu
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Yu-yang tza-tsu 《西陽雜俎》. 西陽雜俎, c. 860. SPTK ed.
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Tun-huang-hseh chi-k' an [Journal of Tunhuangology]
敦煌學報, 1 (February 1980) and continuing.
Published by Lan-chow ta-hseh Tun-huang-hseh yen-chiu-tau [Research Section for Tunhuangology of Lan-chow University]蘭州大學敦煌學研究組.

Tun-huang pi-hua chi [An Album of Tun-huang Wall-Paintings]
敦煌壁畫集, peking: jung-pao chai, 1955[?]

Tun-huang wen-wu yen-chiu-so [Research Institute for Tun-huang Antiquities]敦煌文物研究所, ed.


Tun Li-ch' en 敦煌記 (Pu-ch'a Tun-ch'ung 富樂 敦煌). Annual Customs and Festivals in Peking 西京歲時記. tr. and annot. Derk Bodde.

Tung-ch' u. see Tungtau.


T'ung Ching-hsin 仲貽心. "Ta Wu hsiao-ling hsien-sheng kuan-yü 'ying-h'ai' yā 'pao-ch' an' te wen-t' i [In Answer to Mr. Wu Hsiao-ling on the Question of 'ying-h'ai' and 'pao-ch' an']" 答吳曉鈴先生關於影戲與僞劇的問題. Ko-vao (Folk-Song Weekly) 歌謡, 2.40 (1937),2-3.
Chinese


Wang Ch'i 王季 (fl. 1758.), annot. Li Ch'ang-ch'i ko-shih [The Songs and Poems of Li Ho] 李長吉歌詩. GPPY ed.
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---. "Chin-shan kuo chui-shih ling-shih [Fragmentary Reconstruction of Events Relating to the Gold Mountain Kingdom]." Lung 國際事務誌, Pei-p'ing t'u-shu-kuan kuan-kuan (Bulletin of the National Library of Peiping) 北平圖書館館刊, 9.6 (November-December 1935), 5-32.


---. Tun-huang ku-chi hao-lu (Descriptive Register of Ancient Manuscripts from Tun-huang) 敦煌古籍總錄. Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1958.

---. "Tun-huang pen Tung Yung pien-wen pa (Postscript to the Pien Wen on Tung Yung, a Manuscript Copy from Tun-Huang)." Tun-huang ku-chi k'an (Quarterly Bulletin of Chinese Bibliography) 敦煌古籍通誌, n.s. 2, 3 (September 1940), 359-360.
"Tun-huang pen Wang Ling pien-wen (Notes on the MS. "王隆變文" from Tun-huang)"


"Tun-huang wen-wu pen tao chi-p'ing lun ch'u tsai hsueh-shu shang so tao-ch'eng te sun-shih [Notes on the Theft of Cultural Artifacts from Tun-huang, together with a Discussion of the Loss which It Poses for Scholarship] 敦煌文物掠奪記 -- 論其在學術上所造成的損失.


Wang Kuo-wei 王國維. See also under pseudonym Ching-an 靜庵 and translation by Eduard Erkes.


Wang Pi-chiang 王碧莉. "T'ang-jen hsiao-shuo ts'ai wen-hsueh shang chih ti-wei [The Position of the Fiction of T'ang Dynasty Authors in Literary History] " 聲文史學叢論, 1(3) (June 1, 1931), unnumbered [1-17].


Chinese


Wu Hsiao-ling 吳曉玲. "Kuan-yâ 'Su-chiang k'ao' yeh shuo chi châ hua; shang, hsia—ch'iu cheng yâ Hsiang Chêh-ming hsiên-sheng [I too Have a Few Words to Say about 'An Examination of Popular Lectures'; parts I and II: Inviting Criticism from Mr. Hsiang T'ai]" 關於俗講考也說幾句話—就正於向學朋先生. In "Su-wen-hsiêh [Popular Literature]" 俗文學 supplements no. 1 and 11 of Hua-p'ai lîh-pao 北華日報 (North China Daily) 華北日報 (July 4 and September 12, 1947), 6 of both issues.
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"Kuan-yü 'ying-hsi' yü
'pao-ch'üan' chi 'Lu-an-chou ying-hai' te ming-ch'eng
[ On the Names 'ying-hai' and 'pao-ch'üan' as well
as 'Lu-an-chou ying-hai'. ]" 謂於「影劇與「票房及
「沿州 影劇的名稱。 Ko-yao [Folksong (Weekly)]
歌謠, 2.40 (1937),1-2.

Wu Ju-lun 蘇繡倫 (1840-1903), comm. I-d Ch'ang-chi
shih p'ing-ch'ü [Critical Notes on the Poems of I-d

Wu Ou-t'ing 魏穎汀. Ts'ou-ming sho-yin [Index of
Lyric Names] 唐名索引. Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü,
1958.

Wu Tzu-me1 夏夢秋. Meng-liang lu [Ephemeral Millet
Dream Record] 勝絮録, c. 1275. TOHSC.

Yabuki Keiki 矢吹啓 pris, comp. Weisha yoin
[Rare and Unknown Chinese Manuscript Remains of
Buddhist Literature Discovered in Tunhuang Collected
by Sir Aurel Stein and Preserved in the British
Museum] [The Reverberation of Howling Sands] 唐沙

Yampolsky, Philip S. The Platform Sutra of the
Sixth Patriarch. New York and London: Columbia

Yanagida Seizan 柳田國男, ed. Hu Shih ch'üan-haeh
an [A Casebook of the Zen Studies of Hu Shih] 胡適

Yang Chia-lo 楊世隆. Hsiao-chou yā ch'ang-ch'ang
wen-haeh [Pithy and Prosimetric Literature], 詩
明體文學. Tan-yüan shih kuo-wen haeh-k'an
[Selected Whole Works in the National Language]

Ta-tsu T'ang Sung shih-k'e [T'ang and
Sung Stone Sculpture from Ta-tsu] (The Discovery
[1945] of 6216 Statues Carved on Rocks During the
T'ang and Sung Dynasties at Ta Tzu) 大足摩崖石刻.
Taipei: Encyclopaedia Sinica Institute, 1968.

Yang Hsien-i 楊憲益. Ling-mo hsin-chien [New
Notes from Ink-spot] 鞏墨新集. Hsin Chung-hua
t'sung-shu, haeh-shu yen-chiu hui-k'an [New China
Collection: Scholarly Research Series] 新中華
叢書, 學術研究叢刊. Shanghai: Chung-hua
shu-chü, 1947.
Yang Hsüan-chih 楊衒之 (d. 555?). Ch'ung-k'an Lo-yang ch'ieh-lan chi [Republication of the Notes on Monasteries (Samprājña) of Loyang 重刊洛陽伽藍記], with notes and collation by Hsü Kao-juan 洪高煥. CYTY Special Issue 42. N. p.: Institute of History and Philology [Ch'ing-hua yin-shu-kuan], 1960. I have also consulted the annotated edition of Pan Hsiang-yung 潘祥雍. Lo-yang ch'ieh-lan chi chiao-chu [Collated and Annotated Notes on Monasteries of Loyang 洛陽伽藍記校注]. Shanghai: Ku-tien wen-hsüeh ch'ü-pan-shu, 1958.


Yao Hsüan 安玄 (668-1020), comp. T'ang-wen ts'ai [Essence of T'ang Literature] 唐文粹 (SPTK reduced format ed.).


Yen K'e-ch'ou 董可秋. Ch'u'an shang-kao san-t'ai Ch'in Han san-kuo liu-ch'ao wen [Complete Prose of Early Antiquity, the Three Eras, Ch'in, Han, Three Kingdoms, and the Six Dynasties] 全上古三代秦漢三國六朝文. Hupeh: Mr. Wang of Huang-kang, 1894.


Ying Shao 應超 (E. Han). Le Pont Sou T'ang Yi (Comprehensive Configuration of Customs) 風俗通義. Peking: Centre Franco-chinois d'etudes Sinologiques, 1943.


YU T'ien-ts'ung. See Yu Tien-ts'ung.

YU Wei-min 俞為民. K'uai-lei hai ch'i-yuan hsiao k'ao 輯儀危源小考. Nan-ching t'ao-hsiâ hsüeh-pao, Ch'ing-hsüeh she-hui k'ao-hsiâ (Journal of Nanjing University, Philosophy and Social Sciences) 南京大學學報, 哲學社會科學版, 3 (August 1980), 98-100.

YU Yeh 俞煥 (1821-1906). Chiu-chiu hsiao-hsia chu [A Record of Whiling away the Summer to Its Very End] 九九消夏錄, to'e 150-152 of Ch'un-ts'ai t'ang ch'ien-shu 長安詩語 (Special Issue on Jin-dynasty Poems, supplement) (October 1984), 35-45.

YU Yeh 俞煥 (1821-1906). Chiu-chiu hsiao-hsia chu [A Record of Whiling away the Summer to Its Very End] 九九消夏錄, to'e 150-152 of Ch'un-ts'ai t'ang ch'ien-shu 長安詩語 (Special Issue on Jin-dynasty Poems, supplement) (October 1984), 35-45.

YU Yeh 俞煥 (1821-1906). Chiu-chiu hsiao-hsia chu [A Record of Whiling away the Summer to Its Very End] 九九消夏錄, to'e 150-152 of Ch'un-ts'ai t'ang ch'ien-shu 長安詩語 (Special Issue on Jin-dynasty Poems, supplement) (October 1984), 35-45.

YU Yeh 俞煥 (1821-1906). Chiu-chiu hsiao-hsia chu [A Record of Whiling away the Summer to Its Very End] 九九消夏錄, to'e 150-152 of Ch'un-ts'ai t'ang ch'ien-shu 長安詩語 (Special Issue on Jin-dynasty Poems, supplement) (October 1984), 35-45.

YU Yeh 俞煥 (1821-1906). Chiu-chiu hsiao-hsia chu [A Record of Whiling away the Summer to Its Very End] 九九消夏錄, to'e 150-152 of Ch'un-ts'ai t'ang ch'ien-shu 長安詩語 (Special Issue on Jin-dynasty Poems, supplement) (October 1984), 35-45.

YU Yeh 俞煥 (1821-1906). Chiu-chiu hsiao-hsia chu [A Record of Whiling away the Summer to Its Very End] 九九消夏錄, to'e 150-152 of Ch'un-ts'ai t'ang ch'ien-shu 長安詩語 (Special Issue on Jin-dynasty Poems, supplement) (October 1984), 35-45.

YU Yeh 俞煥 (1821-1906). Chiu-chiu hsiao-hsia chu [A Record of Whiling away the Summer to Its Very End] 九九消夏錄, to'e 150-152 of Ch'un-ts'ai t'ang ch'ien-shu 長安詩語 (Special Issue on Jin-dynasty Poems, supplement) (October 1984), 35-45.

YU Yeh 俞煥 (1821-1906). Chiu-chiu hsiao-hsia chu [A Record of Whiling away the Summer to Its Very End] 九九消夏錄, to'e 150-152 of Ch'un-ts'ai t'ang ch'ien-shu 長安詩語 (Special Issue on Jin-dynasty Poems, supplement) (October 1984), 35-45.

YU Yeh 俞煥 (1821-1906). Chiu-chiu hsiao-hsia chu [A Record of Whiling away the Summer to Its Very End] 九九消夏錄, to'e 150-152 of Ch'un-ts'ai t'ang ch'ien-shu 長安詩語 (Special Issue on Jin-dynasty Poems, supplement) (October 1984), 35-45.

YU Yeh 俞煥 (1821-1906). Chiu-chiu hsiao-hsia chu [A Record of Whiling away the Summer to Its Very End] 九九消夏錄, to'e 150-152 of Ch'un-ts'ai t'ang ch'ien-shu 長安詩語 (Special Issue on Jin-dynasty Poems, supplement) (October 1984), 35-45.

Zhao Jinming (Chao Chin-ming) 趙金銘. "Tun-huang pien-wen chung so chien tē 'le' ho 'che' (The evolution of the verbal suffixes le and she as seen in bian-wen from the Dunhuang Grottoes)" 敦煌變文中所見的 "了" 和 "著." CKTW, 1 (cumulative 1-8) (January 1979), 65-69.


"Miroku Kashōyōhen hakubyo funbon (3259) to Tonkō hekiga no seisaku (Les dessins illustrant des passages du 'Mi-lo hia-cheng king' [Maitreyavyākaraṇa] au verso d'un sūtra de Touen-houang (Stein 259) et leurs rapports avec les peintures murales de la même région)" 弥勒下方絵巻自挿本（三五六九）と敦煌壁画の製作. MSI, vol. 6, 47[53]-74; French summary; plus 2 plates and numerous figures.

"Tonkō-bon gōma-hen (Rōtakusha tōsei hen) gakan ni tsuite (A Scroll-painting, Illustrating the Pien-wen, about the Magic Competition between Āryaputra and Raudrākṣa; Brought back by Paul Pelliot from Tun-houang)" 敦煌本降魔絵（甲午又間聖絵）書画 (一七) The Bijutsu kenkyū (The Journal of Art Studies) 美術研究, 187 (July 1956), 1-35(43-77), with one plate and twelve illustrations; English summary.
"Tonkō-ga 'Tora o tsureta angyasō' no meguru kōsatsu—Perio shōrai kine ni irei no shōkai o chūshin ni— (Deux peintures du Touen-houang sur soie représentant un 'pèlerin, portant des sûtras et accompagné d'un tigre')". The Bijutsu kenkyū (The Journal of Art Studies) 218 (January 1965), 163-183, plus four plates.


"Kuan-yü Tun-huang i-shu 'Mu-lien yān-ch'i', 'Ta-mu-ch'ien-lien ming-chien chiu-mu pien-wen' chi, 'Hsian-fa pien ya-tso-wen' [Concerning the Texts Preserved at Tun-huang: 'Vajrakīla Sūtra yān-ch'i,' 'Pien-wen on Nahāmaudgalyāyana Rescuing His Mother from the Nether World,' and 'Ya-tso-wen' for the


"Tonkō isho 'Mokuren engi' 'Daimokkenren meikan kyōbo henbun' oyobi 'Gōma hen ōzabun' ni tsuite [On'Maudgalyāyana rōhan-ch'i,' 'Pien-wen on Mahāvīśuddhāvīśuddhāyana Rescuing His Mother from the Nether World,' and 'Ya-tso-wen for the pien on the Subduing of Demons among the Texts Preserved at Tun-huang'] 狭絹遺書目連縁起「大日乾連翼問救母變文及「降魔變生度文」就のトキソニツケートー.
Shinagaku [Sinology] 詩那學, 4,3 (October 1927), 121-130; reprinted in the author's Shinagaku geijutsu kō, pp. 172-182 with some additions.

Bukkyō bungaku kenkyū kai [Association for Studies on Buddhist Literature] 佛教文學研究會.


"Tonkō no jiko ni tsuite (On the Sākyu, Individuals who Belonged to Buddhist Temples in Tun-huang) 教統の寺戸 (Sōtō to). The Shirin (Journal of History) 史林, 44,5 (September, 1961), 40-73, with two photographs and an English summary.

"Tonkō no sokan seido (The Clergy in Tun-huang in Late T'ang) 教統の僧官制度 The Tōhō hakubō (Kyoto) (Journal of Oriental Studies) 東方學報, 31 (March 1961), 117-198, with one illustration.


Dharmadeva 法天 (fl. 973-1001), attributed.

*Kongmyón-gyōng (Kaudgalyāyana Sūtra)* 金剛般若 Below Sangak-san (Tricorner Mountain) at the Chijang-am (Ksitigarbha Temple), 1922.

*(See also Huuyed A).*


_______. "Toban shihai-ki no Tonkō (Tun-huang under the Tibetans)" 吐蕃支配期の敦煌. *The Tōhō gakubu (Kyōto) (Journal of Oriental Studies)* 東方學報, 31 (March 1961), 199-292, with two illustrations and eight charts.

_______. "Tonkōgaku no gen dankai [The Present Stage of Tun-huang Studies]" 敦煌學的現代展. *Tonkei (Books)*  TOM0 (May 1975), 2-17.


_______. "Tonkō shutsudo no Chōan no kyōtei shakya (Ch'ang-an Palace Sūtra Manuscripts Unearthed in Tun-huang)" 敦煌出土長安宮經抄. In *Tsukamoto hakushi shōju kinen Bukkyō shigaku ronshū (Essay on the History of Buddhism presented to Professor Zenryu Tsukamoto on His Retirement from* 78
the Research Institute for Humanistic Studies, Kyoto University).

________. "Yuima-hen no ichi-bamen--henbun to henbun no kankei (A Scene of Vimalakirti's Practice of Austerities)" 維摩侍の一場面-- dissemination and dissemination's relationship. Bukkyō geijutsu (Art Buddhica) 佛教藝術, 34 (March 1958), 97-95, with four illustrations.

________. "Yuima hen no keifu (Representations of Vimalakirti at Tunhuang, Nanking and Yunkang)" 維摩侍の系譜. The Tōhō gakuhō (Kyōto) (Journal of Oriental Studies) 東方學報, 16 (October 1964), 287-303, with five photographs.
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Fukui Fumimasa (Funga) 福井文雅. "Tōdai zokkō gishiki no seiritsu o meguru sho mondai (On the Structure and Times of Formation of Su-chiang Lecture Ceremony Held by or for Laymen) in T'ang China)"


Hamada Kosaku (Seiryō) 滝田耕作(雪陵). "The Jigoku-hensō Scroll-Painting, by Keitei" 地獄變相絵. Kokka (The Essence of the Nation) 國華, 220 (September 1908), 81-82. In English, with two illustrations.


——— and Paul Pelliot, ed. Tonkō isho (Lost Work Preserved at Tun-huang) 敦煌遺書. Shanghai: Tōyō kōkyō-kai, 1926.

Harada Yoshito 原田光人. Saiiki hakken no kaiga ni mietaru Fukushoku no kenkyū (Studies on Clothing Seen in the Pictures Discovered in the Western Regions) 西域発見の絵画に見られる服飾の研究. Tokyo: Tōyō bunko, 1925.
Japanese and Korean
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Ienaga Saburō 伊永幸郎. "Jigoku-hen ni tsuite On Hell Transformations] " 地獄編 (On 地獄, History, Chi rī [History and Geography] 歴史地理, 76.5 (November 1940), 1-6, with one illustration.
Japanese and Korean


Review of Kanaoka Shōkō, Tonkō shutsudo bungaku bunken bunrui moróruku and Tonkō no bungaku. Chūoku bungaku hō (Journal of Chinese Literature) 中国文学報, 23 (October 1972), 93-98.


Ishihama Juntarō 石島 俊太郎. "Tonkō zakkō [Miscellaneous Studies on Tun-huang]" Shina bunkasho 中国学報, 4.2 (March 1927), 143-147.

"Engi no bungaku (On 'Enki Literature')"

Studies, 30 (July 1965), 92-101, plus English summary.

"Jigoku meguri no bungaku [Literature of Journeys through Hell]" no bunrakusha (Eastern Studies), 30 (July 1965), 92-101, plus English summary.


"Mokuren kyūbo densetsu to uraban [A Study on the Legend of Maudgalyāyana's Rescue of His Mother]." Kokyō-kyūbu [Japanese Language and Literature], 35.9 (September 1966), 1-22.


Nihon emakimono zenshū [Japanese Picture Scrolls]


________. "Zoku-bungaku to shite no Bukkyō bungaku [Buddhist Literature as Popular Literature]" 仏文学としての佛教文学. Chūgoku Bukkyō bungaku kenkyū, pp. 102-185.


Japanese and Korean

"Han, hensen, henbun satsuki (Some Notes on Pien, Pien-Hiian, and Pien-Wen)" in Chugoku kyoiku bunka pu kiro 30, Bukkyo bunkaku ka, Chugoku tetsugaku bunkaku ka hen II, Toyohara bunka rozo (Bulletin of the Faculty of Letters, Toyo University, Budhology Section, Vol. 3 on Chinese Philosophy and Literature, Bulletin of Orientalology) 東洋大学文学部紀要 30, 佛教學科, 中國哲學文學科 篇 II, 東洋學論叢 (March 1977), 1-33.

"Han to henbun: Tonkou no etoki [Pien and pien-wen: Painting Recitation of Tun-huang]" 両文と美・佛教の絵解き. XX, pp. 53-60.


"Oza kyo (A Study on Ya-tso)" 押尾考. Toyohara daigaku kyoiku bunkakubu hen (Bulletin of Toyo University 東洋大学 經疑學部篇) 18 (September 1964), 41-69.


"Taidai minkan kohi tan no bukkyo teki ichi dammen—Mokuren henbun o chushin to shite— (One Buddhist Aspect of Folk Tales on Filial Piety in the Tang and Five Dynasties)" 唐代民間孝子 譚の佛教的 Alternate面—目連絵文を中心 として. Toyohara daigaku kyoiku jinbun kagaku hen (The University Bulletin, Toyo University 東洋大学紀要, 人文科学篇), 13 (March 1959), 33-42.
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Japanese and Korean


"Hasshō jōdo henbun to Kōnkyaku monogatari shi butsuden setsuwa - wagakuni setsuwa bungaku no enhen to Tonkō shiryou (The 'Touen-Houang Pien-Wen' and their influence on the Japanese Literature with special reference to 'Pahsiang-Chengtao Pien-Wen', the tales of Gautama's biography in the 'Kōnkyaku Monogatari-Syū' and the variations of their musical and dramatic performance)" ハスホーの影響文と
今昔物語集関連説話 - かれ国説話文学の演廃と教養資料 - Kanazawa daii kō bunkakubu ronshū, bunkaku hen (Studies and Essays by the Faculty of Law and Literature, Kanazawa University, Literature) 金澤大學法文学部論集, 文學篇, 4 (1956), 1-16, plus seven figures on two plates.


"Koto etoki kenkyū o - bungakushi no kōhaku uzu no mono [Further Research on Picture Storytelling Pils a Gap in the History of Literature]" もっと史

"Setsuwa yori gigaku e - Tonkō henbun no sekaku to Nihon bungaku - (Prom Narrative to Drama - On the Relationship between the Character of Tun-huang Pien-wen and Japanese Literature -)" 説話より劇へ - 敦煌経文の性格と
日本文学 - Kanazawa daii kō bunkakubu ronshū, bunkaku hen (Studies and Essays by the Faculty of Law and Literature, Kanazawa University, Literature) 金澤大學法文學部論集, 文學篇, 12 (1964), 1-11.

"Soviet ni aru Tonkō shiryou - Nippon bungaku to no kankei - [Tunhuang Materials in USSR - Their Relationship to Japanese Literature]" ソビエト

"Tonkō - bon Shunshi henbun, Tōei henbun to wagakuni setsuwa bungaku (A Study on the traditional legends of the Shun Tzu pien-wen and the Tung Yung pien-wen from Tun-huang and the relevant materials quoted in Japanese popular literature)" 敦煌本講子
経文と我邦国説話文学. Tonōgakukai (Eastern Studies) 東方學, 40 (September 1970), 64-81, with four photographs.
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"Tonkō henbun ni okeru shōfu to ongoku e no tenkai—Nihon bungaku to no kakawari ni oite—(Ch'ang fu in Tunhuang-pienwen and its development into on'gyoku—with special reference to Japanese literature—)" Chūgokuken-kenkyū (The Journal of Sinology) 中國古典研究, 13 (December 1965), 57-72, with two photographs.


"Tonkō henbun no sozai to Nihon bungaku—Kōbunbun kōbunbun to kigi shinwa—(The materials of Tun-huang Pie-en-wen and Japanese Literature. —On the Relationship between the Chinese tales of Kêng Chiang-nû and the Japanese mythologies of Kojiki and Nihonshoki—)" 敦煌織文的素材と日本文学—孟姜女說話と記紀神話—. Kanazawa deigaku hōbungakubu ronshū, bungaku hen (Studies and Essays by the Faculty of Law and Literature, Kanazawa University, Literature) 金澤大學法文學部編集, 文學篇, 13 (1965), 1-11.

"Tonkō henbun no sozai to Nihon bungaku—So setsu Kan kō O Ryō hen. So Bu Ri Ryō shitsubetsushi to waga senki bungaku—(The Materials of Pien-wen discovered in the Touen-houang Cave in China and their
Japanese and Korean

influence on Japanese Literature)"

Kanazawa Dai~aku bungaku bun~aku (Studies and Essays by the Faculty of Law and Literature, Kanazawa University, Literature) 3 (1955), 16-31.

Tōkō henbun to Nihon bungaku--T'ang nyūmeiki to Kitano tenjin en-- (Tun-huang Narrative Story and Japanese Narrative Literature--The Story of the T'ang Emperor T'ai Tsung in Hell and the story of Sugawara Michizane's Deified Spirit--)


"Wagakuni monogatari janru ni tsuite no kaidai--N. I. Conrad no shosetsu o megutte-- [Questions on the Japanese monogatari Genre--Centering on the Opinions of N. I. Conrad]"

Tiger, pp. 286-290, with three photographs.

Kawahara Yoshio. "Tōkō jōdohensō no seiritsu to tenkai (Creation of Tōkō Jodohensō)"

Bukkyō seisetsu (Zen Buddhist) bungaku shōchiku, 68 (August 1968), 85-107, with 17 figures and various charts.

Kishibe Shigeo. For an extensive list of his publications, see Gimm, pp. 615-616.

Kishibe Shigeo. "Seiryōgaku to Tōkōga to no kankei ni tsuite [On the Relationship between Hai-liang Music and Tun-huang Paintings]" Shigaku zasshi (Zeitschrift für geschichtswissenschaft) 49.7 (July 1938), 89.
Kitagawa Momoo 北川耕雄. Tonkō bijutsu no tabi
[A Journey to the Art of Tun-huang] 聆煌美術

Kitamura Shigeki 北村茂樹. "Yumakitesu-kyō
kōkei-kyō to Yumakō-kyō to no kankel--Stein 1872
bunsho o chushin ni-- (The Relation between the
Buddhist Sutra Narration of Vimalakīrti-nirdeśa-sūtra
and Vimalakīrti-nirdeśa-sūtra itself--Especially about
Stein 1872--) "維摩詰論講義文と "維摩詰論
との関係- スクリーにベンニ文書を
中心に--. In Bukkyō kenkyū ronshū, pp. 437-450 (see
under Ishiba Hiroshi).

Kobayashi Kazuji 小林耕史. Tonkō no bijutsu
[Art of Tun-huang] 聆煌の美術. Tokyo: Taiyōsha,
1979.

Komatsu Shigemi 小松茂美, Nakano Genzō 中野甚三, and
Shimazaki Hiroshi 島崎弘喜. Genjō sansō e [Picture Scroll
of Tripitaka lantern-tsuan] 聆藏三蔵絵. 3 vols. In Seki
Nihon emaki taisei [Continuation of the Comprehensive
kōron sha, 1982.

Komazawa daigaku nai Zengaku daijiten hensansho
[Compilation Office for the Great Dictionary of
Zen Buddhism] 聆蔵大學內佛教大辭典編纂所,
Zengaku daijiten [Great Dictionary of Zen Buddhism]

Konishi Jinichi 小西甚一. Bunkyō hifuron kō
[An Examination of the Discussions from the Secret
Storehouse of the Mirror of Literature] 文鏡秘府
秘書. Kyoto and Tokyo: Ōyashima shuppan kabushiki
kaisha and Dai Nippon yūben-kai kōdansha, 1948-1953.

 steadfastly. "Shisei oyobi hansetsu kō [An Examination
of the Four Tones and the fan-ch'ieh System of Spelling]"
四聲および反切考. See his Bunkyō hifuron

Kōza Tonkō [Lectures on Tun-huang] 講座敦煌. A
Series of scholarly essays by eminent Japanese Tun-
huang specialists in 13 vols. Tokyo: Daitō shuppansha,
1950-82.
1. Enoki Kazuo 櫻一雄, ed. Tonkō no shisen
to genjō [Tun-huang's Natural Surroundings and
Present State of Affairs] 敦煌の自然と現状.
2. Enoki Kazuo, ed. Tonkō no rekishi [History
of Tun-huang] 敦煌の歴史.


Kubo Tsunetani 久保達成. "No ni buttō o tsukuru hitobito (The Dharmabhaṅgas) 野に仏塔を創る人." Kanakura Yensho, Hokekyō no seiritsu to tenkai, pp. 653-674; English summary, pp. 28-29.
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"Mokuren henbun' shōkai no ato ni
[After the Introduction of the Maudgalyāyana pien-wen]"

"Mokuren kyūō kōkō gibun ni tsuite
[On the Dramatic Text of Maudgalyāyana Exercising Filiality by Rescuing His Mother]"

Kuwabara Jitsuzō. "Zui Tō jidai ni Shina ni raijū shita saiiki-jin ni tsuite [On the People from the Western Regions Who Came to Dwell in China during the Sui and T'ang Periods]" 京都時代に支配を受けた西域人について. Shinagaku Ronen (Naitō hakushi kanreki shukuga) [Sinological Essays (To Congratulate Dr. Naitō Torajirō on His Sixtieth Birthday]), 3,10 (February 1925), 5-24.


Lee Duhyŏn (Li Tu-hyön) 李杜鉉, Han'guk kamyŏn-gŭk (Korean Mask-Dance Drama) 韓國假面劇. Seoul: Han'guk kamyŏn-gŭk yŏn'gu-hoe, 1969; 2nd ed. 1973, with summary in English.


Masuda Wataru 増田渓. "'Wahon' to iu koto ni tsuite--taiutsu (aruiwa teisetsu) e no gimon (Notes on Hua-Ben--A Doubt about the Prevailing Opinion)" 話本と「華本」について--通説(あるいは定説)への疑問... Jim bun kenkyū (Studies in the Humanities--The Journal of the Literary Association of Osaka City University) 人文研究, 16.5 (June 1965), 22-33.


Matsumoto Yeiichi 松本叡一. "Tonkō chihō ni ryūko sesshi Rōtakusha tōsei hensō (Paintings representing the overcoming of Raudrākṣa, chief of the heretics, by Sāriputta, Abounding in Touen-houan District)" 異国地方に流行せし宗教又関聖覚相. The Bukkyo bijutsu (Quarterly Journal of Buddhist Art) 佛教美術, 13 (October 1933), 2-11.


-. "Yakushi jōdo hensō no kenkyū (Paradise Painting of Baigaiyōgaruvaiōširapyrabhāsa)" 藥師净土絵相の研究, I, II, III. Kokka [Essence of the Nation] 国華, 523 (June 1934), 174-179, with three illustrations; 524 (July 1934), 204-209, with four illustrations; and 526 (September 1934), 262-266, with two illustrations. All with English summaries.
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Minn Yong-gyu 関泳球. **Wōrin sōko che išip-sam chan'g'wŏn (On the Twenty-third Volume of the Wōrin Sokpo) 月印釋譯第二十三卷. Dong Bang Hak Chi (Journal of Far Eastern Studies) 東方 學志, 6 (June 1963), 1-19, plus 36 plates.

Mizutani Shin'ichi. "'Ippo' no igi ni tsuite—hen bun ensu to no ichi shiron [On the Meaning of 'i-p'u'—a Preliminary Discussion regarding the Method of Performance of pien-men]." Shina gakuhō (Tohoku University) 3 (1957), 29-32.


Naba Toshisada 那野利貞. "Bantō jidai no senjutsu to kōtsatsu seraru chu ni kansuru tsuzokuteki kokkei bungaku sakuhin [A Comical, Popular Work of Literature Concerning Tea Regarded to Be of the Late T'ang Period]." Shirin (Journal of History) 史林, 30.3 (March 1946), 60-90, plus plate of the manuscript.
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"Bukkyō shinkō ni motozukite soshiki seraretaru Chū-ban Tō Godai jidai no shayū ni tsukite (On 'Shayu,' an intimate Union of Buddhists, in the days of T'ang and the Five-Dynasties)" 佛教信仰 (著者被緯せられる中晩唐五代時代の相互 (就きて)，parts 1 and 2. The Shirin (Journal of History) 史林, 24.1 (July 1939), 1-72 and 24.4 (October 1939), 61-122. Pages cited are to the republished version in KT, pp. 575-673, English title "On the Shō-i (Organized by Buddhism) in the T'ang and the Five Dynasties Periods."

"Bunka shijō yori kansatsu sun Shisenshū Seito [Chengtu, Szechwan Seen from the Point of View of Cultural History]" 文化史上より観察する四川省成都，1-2. Rekishiti chiri [History and Geography]歴史と地理, 12.5 (November 1923), 28-44 and 12.6 (December 1923), 15-40.


"Chū-ban Tō jidai ni okeru giran aṣ ni kansuru ichi-konpon-shiryō no kenkyū [Studies of a Basic Source Relating to Spurious Monks in the Middle and Late T'ang Periods]" 中晚唐時代における仏教僧に関する根本史料の研究. Ryūoku daiyōkai Bukkyō shigaku ronshū 琉球大学佛教学史學論叢 (Tokyo: Pusanbō, December 1939), 129-240.

"Chū-ban Tō jidai ni okeru Tonkō chihō Bukkyō jin no tengai keiti ni tsukite [On the Operation of Milie in Buddhist Temples at Tun-huang during the Middle to Late T'ang Period]" 中晚唐時代における地方仏教寺院の破壊性に就きて, 1-3. Tokeisai ronshū [Journal of Oriental Economics] 東洋経済雑誌, 1.3 (September 1941), 23-31; 1.4 (December 1941), 87-114; and 2.1 (May 1942), 165-186.

"Chū Tō jidai zokkō aṣ Bunjo hōshi shakugi (Études sur le prêtre Wen-Hsiu des moyens Tang)" 中唐時代僧講僧文法佛師釋疑. Tōyōshi kenkyū (Revue des Études d'histoire de l'Extrême Orient)東洋史研究, 4.6 (July-August 1939), 1-24.
Japanese and Korean


"Kanpō-fu kō [An Examination of the Rhymeprose of Han P'eng]." 韓朋賦故. Rekishi to chiri [History and Geography] 34.4-5 (November 1934), 170-199.

"Kara-Khodžo no Kōshō-kokujo funbo-nai kara hakken sareta shinjū-zu ni tsuite (On the picture of God Image from the Graves of Chotscho People)" 善照伝の高昌国入縁墓内から発見された神像園 (収入). The Ryūkoku daigaku ronshū (Journal of Ryūkoku University) 34.4 (December 1954), 1-17, with three photographs.


"Senbutsu-gan Bakkōkutsu to Tonkō bunsho (Chinese Manuscripts from Tunhuang Cave Temples) 千佛巖窟墓表と敦煌文書. NSI, vol. 2, pp. 13-68, with English summary.

"Shida taishi shudō innen kaisetsu (A Complete Manuscript of the Shih ta t'ài tsū hsiu tao yin yhan)" 荀遂太子修遜因緣解説. NSI, vol. 1, pp. 212-213, with English summary and a photograph of the manuscript.


"Tō no Kaigen matsu Tempō shoki no kō ga jisei no ichi hentenki taru no kōshō (Aspects of the Transition Period from the K'ai-fan (713-741) to the T'ien-pao (742-755) Era--a Turning-point in Chinese History) "唐の開元末・天寶初期の文が時世の一変期なる考鏡. NT, pp. 11-196.

"Tō dai no shayū ni tsukite (On 'Shayū', an Intimate Union of Masses, in the days of T'ang Dynasty) "唐代の社邑 (就きて), 1-3. The Shirin (Journal of History) 史林, 23.2 (April 1938). 15-57; 23.3 (July 1938), 71-110, plus two plates; and 23.4 (October 1938), 93-157, plus two plates. Pages cited are to the republished version in NT, pp. 459-574. English title "On the Shē-ī (Voluntary Associations) in the T'ang periods."

"Tō dai no Tonkō-chi ni okeru Chōsen-jin no rūgū ni tsukite (On the Residence of Koreans at Toun-Huang Province in T'ang Dynasty) "唐代の唐僑地における朝鮮人の流寓に就きて, 1-3. The Bunka Shigaku (Studies in the Cultural History) 文化史学, 8 (September 1954), 20-42; 9 (June 1955), 14-26; and 10 (May 1956), 44-52.

"Tō no kyōkō shinshō Ō Fu sen no chashu-rō no kenkyū (Studies on the Battle of Tea and Wine by Hsiang-kung-chin-shih Wang Fu: Copy Manuscript of the T'ang Dynasty Discovered at Tun-Huang) "唐のbeeld征進士王敷隠の茶酒論の研究. Kōnan daigaku bungaku kai ronsō (Journal of the Literary Society of Kōnan University) 甲南大學文学會論叢, 8 (November 1958), 1-62, plus two plates.

Japanese and Korean


---
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“Tonkō zoku-bungaku no sozai to sono tenkai (The Original Materials for Tun-huang Popular Literature and Their Use in Later Periods)” 敦煌俗文学の素材とその展開. Jibun Kenkyū (Studies in the Humanities—The Journal of the Literary Association of Osaka City University), 10.11 (November 1959), 57-73 (1148-1164), with five photographs.


Ogawa Yoichi 小川陽一. "Bukkyō to katarimono ('henbun' no sekai) [Buddhism and Narrative Tales—the World of pien-wen] 地教與說物 ('變文'的世界)." In Uchida Michio, ed. Chūgoku shōsetsu no sekai, pp. 59-68.

"Henbun no kōshō—kōshi dan ni mirareru 'kurikaeshi' o chūshin ni—(A View on the Structure of the Pien-Wēn) "變文的構造—孝子話を見つける「くりかえし」を中心に—. Shukan Tōyōgaku (Chinese and Oriental Studies) 集刊東洋學, 3 (May 1960), 38-51.

"Henbun no shūhen—Pubo onchē kyōmon-zasseki no monzaironteki kōsatsu (Pien-wēn and Didactic Literature) "變文的轉變—父母恩重經文・雜抄的素材論研究. Shukan Tōyōgaku (Chinese and Oriental Studies) 集刊東洋學, 7 (May 1962), 58-70.

"Mō kyōryō henbun no seiritsu ni tsuite (Mō Chiang-nū Pien-wēn, Its Sources and Character) "又變文文體的成立と. Bunka (Culture) 文化, 25 (Spring 1961), 16-49.


______, and others. "Da: Tō Seizō shuketsu shū (A Study of Tripitaka's Search for Buddhist Sutras)" 大唐三蔵取經証話集 Köbe gaidai ronshū (The Kobe City University Journal) 神戸外大論叢, 17.1-3 (June 1966), 135-160.
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_________. Chūō Asia kōdaigo bunken (Buddhist Manuscripts and Secular Documents of the Ancient Languages in Central Asia) 中央アジア古代文獻. MSJ, vol. 4.

_________. Chūō Asia kōdaigo bunken (Buddhist Manuscripts and Secular Documents of the Ancient Languages in Central Asia) 中央アジア古代文獻. MSJ, vol. 4 (supplement).

_________. Rekishi to bijutsu no shomondai (Monographs on Ancient Brocades, Pictures, Buddhist Texts and Chinese and Uigur Documents from Turfan, Tun-huang and Tibet) 歴史と美術の諸問題. MSJ, vol. 6
Japanese and Korean
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---. "Shakkyōeki joroku (A Study of Buddhist Plays in China)." *Tenri daiyaku gakuhō* (Bulletin of Tenri University) 天理大學學報, 44 (June 1964), 21-43.


Sawamura Sentarō 沢村善太郎. "Chūō Asia shutsudo no Tō-chō fūzokuuga (Some Remains of Genre Painting of T'ang Dynasty, discovered in Central Asia)." *The Bukkō bijutsu* (The Buddhist Art) 仏教美術, 6 (May 1926), 2-9, plus nine plates.


Tanabe Hisao 田辺喜雄. For a few publications, see Gimm, p. 619.


"Tonkō ni atta 'rūtsu' (Roots in Tun-huang)" 敦煌の根元ルーツ. Asahi shinbun (Morning Sun News) 朝日新聞 (December 27, 1977), 15.

Japanese and Korean


Tsukamoto Zenryū 塚本善隆。 "Jōdo-henshi gaisetsu (General history of Sukāvatī of Amitābha)浄土變史概説". Bukkyō gijutsu (Arts Buddhism) 佛敎藝術, 26 (September 1955), 27-41.


and others


________. "Kensetō shōsetsu no yōshiki ni tsuite—henbun no eikyō o chūshin to shite— (The Style of the Modern Chinese Novel with a special reference to the influence of the 'plien-men') "近世小説の様式について—文学の影響を中心として—. Bunka (Culture) 文化, 22.5 (September 1958), 15-32, plus English summary.


Ueyama Daishun 上山大俊。 "Donkō to Tonkō no Bukkyō-gaku (T'ang-k'uang and Buddhist Studies at Tun-huang) 唐唐と敦煌の佛教學. The Tonkō Gakuhō (Kyōto) (Journal of Oriental Studies) 京都 誌, 35 (March 1964), 141-214, with nine illustrations.
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Umezu Jirō

Essays on Painted Scrolls

Hokke shi

Studies in the Buddhist Literature of Japan

Kegon-monogatari

Essence of the Nation

Meisha yoin

Rare and Unknown Chinese Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature Discovered in Tun-huang

Keisuke Nishio and Tsunaya Watanabe

Selected Papers of Zen Buddhism

Mitsuru Oi

“Hen to henbun: E£oki no kaiga-shi” (On paintings and paintings of ‘Hen to Henbun’)


Kazuo Izumi

Painting Scrolls from Buddhist Monasteries

Kodansha, 1972.

Shigeharu Ishikawa

Painting Scrolls from Buddhist Monasteries

Kodansha, 1972.

Yabuki Keiki

Man1 (Manichaean)


Meisha yoin

Rare and Unknown Chinese Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature Discovered in Tun-huang

Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1930.

Meisha yoin

Rare and Unknown Chinese Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature Discovered in Tun-huang

Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1930.
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Yamaguchi Susumu 山口晴男. Yamanouchi Hakuhashi kanrekki kinen Indogaku Bukkyōgaku ronshū (Studies in Indology and Buddhism, presented in honour of Professor Susumu Yamaguchi on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday) 山本博士還暦記念印度學佛教學論集．Kyoto: Hozokan, 1955.

Yamamoto, Koji. See Kyoto kokuritsu hakubutsu-kan.


Yokoi Seizan (Shōzan) 柳井聖山. N. B. The author changed his surname to Yanagida 柳田 in 1959.

"Sadōshu no shiryō kachi (Value as Research Materials of 'Sadō-shū')" [Zenzaku kenkyū (Studies in Zen Buddhism) 梵華研究, 44 (October 1953), 31-80.


________. "Türkische Turfan-Texte. III. Der Große Hymnus auf Mani." SPAW, 12-13 (1930),181-211, plus two plates.


भगवद्गीता-वृक्षविद्धिराणि सूत्रा. The Fifth anga of the Jain canon, with Abhayadeva's Sanskrit commentary, a Sanskrit paraphrase by Ramacandra Gaṇi and a Gujarati commentary by Megharāja. 4 vols. Benares: राय धनापति शिपा भालुदराका अगमासाग्रहा, 1938.


________, ed. Pandit शिवदत्ता and कान्तिधान पांढुराग पाराए. काव्यामाला 42. Bombay: तुकाराम जावाजी, 1894.


________, with the commentary of विराधग्व, ed. म. र. काले. Bombay: Goyal Narayan, 1911.

South, Southeast, and Central Asian


Brahmavaivartapurāṇa. Kalikātā: Bangabō̍śi-Ilākrika-Māsīna ṣyantrē. Srinaṭabara Cakrabarti dvārā mudrita 3 prakāśita, 1925 (?).


Clauson, Gerald. An Etymological Dictionary of Pre-Thirteenth-Century Turkish. See Near and Middle Eastern section of bibliography.
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***** ed., with introduction by Helmuth Scheel.

**Hinduism: Facsimile der alttürkischen Version eines Werkes der buddhistischen Vaibhāṣika-Schule.**

***** "Turkische Turfan-texte VIII." **ADAWB,** 7 (1952), plus 2 plates. Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1954.


von Gabain, Annemarie and Tadeusz Rówalski, ed.


Ghosa, Pratāpacandra, ed.  

Gnoli, Raniero, ed. with the assistance of T. Venkatacharya.

The Gilgit Manuscript of the Sāhghabhedavanavu: being the 17th and Last Section of the Vinaya of the Mūlasarvāstivādin. 

grassmann, Hermann.  
\textit{Wörterbuch zum Rig-Veda.}
Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1955; originally published 1872.


Guesdon, Joseph.  
\textit{Dictionnaire cambodgien-française.}

Haas, George C. O., tr.  
\textit{The Daśārpa: A Treatise on Hindu Dramaturgy.}

Hamilton, James Russell, ed. and tr.  
\textit{Le Conte bouddhique du Bon et du mauvais Prince en Version ouïgoure. Mission Paul Pelliot, Documents conservés a la Bibliothèque nationale, III. Manuscrits ouïgoure de Touen-Houang.}
South, Southeast, and Central Asian

Hatta, Yukio 八田幸俊. Bon-26-Kan taishō
Fischukyō sakuin (Index to the Šrīnīvaṣṭīya-pāramitā-
my-śāntapācādadikā) 漢勝利理澄清索引.

Headley, Robert K., Jr., Kylin Chhor, et al., comp.

Hillebrandt, Alfred, ed. Mūdrārākṣasa of Viśiṣṭa-datta.
Uetzei: M. and H. Marcus, 1912.

Hirakawa, Akira 平川彰, in collaboration with
Prof. Shunei Hirai, So Takahashi, Norioaki Hakama, and Giei Yoshizu. Abidatsuna kusharon sakuin (Index
to the Abhidharmakoshabhāgā [P. Pradhan edition])
阿毘達磨俱舍論索引. Tokyo: Daizo shuppan

Hoernle, A. F., Rudolf. Manuscript Remains of Buddhist
Literature Found in Eastern Turkestan. Facsimiles
with transcripts, translations, and notes. Edited
in conjunction with other scholars. Vol. I, parts
1 and 2. Manuscripts in Sanskrit, Khotanese, Kuchean,
Tibetan, and Chinese with twenty-two plates. Oxford:

__________, ed. and tr. The Uvāsagadāsā. Bibliotheca
Indica, 752. 2 vols. Calcutta: Asiatic Society,
1880 and 1890.


Horne, I. B., tr. The Book of the Discipline
Especially vol. 3 (Suttavibhaṅga). Sacred Books of
the Buddhists, vol. 13, 1942; vol. 5 (Culavagga),
1952; and vol. 6 (Parivāra). Sacred Books of the

__________, assisted by N. A. Jayawickrama.
Vimānavaṭṭha: Stories of the Mansions, First Half
of Part 4 of The Minor Anthologies of the Pali Canon.

Hume, Robert Ernest, tr. The Thirteen Principal
Upanishads, Translated from the Sanskrit, with an
Outline of the Philosophy of the Upanishads. London:
Oxford University Press, 1971 paperback; first published:
1921; second edition, revised, 1931.

Jacob, G., tr. Dutangada. Leipzig: Akademische
Verlaggesellschaft, 1931.


Kane, P. V., ed. The Harshacharita of Bana$bhatta. Bombay: By the editor, 1915.


by Patañjali


**A Malay Dictionary,** prepared in the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, United States Army Forces in the Far East (1944). Based primarily on Van Ronkel’s *Malay-Dutch Dictionary.*


Meyer, Johann Jakob, tr.  Das Altindische Buch vom
Welt- und Staatsleben: Das Arthagāstra des Kautśīya.

Mihira, Varāha (d. 587?).  Bṛhat Samhitā, Panditabhushana
V. Subramanya Sastri and Vidwan M. Ramakrishna
Bhat, tr. and annot. Bangalore: V. B. Soobhiah,
1947.

Mirashi, V. V.  Vākātaka Inscription in Cave XVI at
Ajantā.  Hyderabad Archaeological Series, 14.
Calcutta: The Archaeological Department of His
Exalted Highness the Nizam's Government, 1941.

Mironov, N. D., ed.  Mahāvyutpatti.  Bibliotheca
Buddhica, 13.  Saint Petersburg: Imperial Academy
of Sciences, 1910.

Mitra, Rājendralāla, tr.  Lalita-vistara: or, Memoirs
of the Early Life of Śākya Siṅha.  Bibliotheca Indica,
n.s. 455, 473, 575.  Calcutta: Asiatic Society
of Bengal, 1881, 1882, and 1886.

______, ed.  The Lalita-vistara, or Memoirs of
the Life and Doctrines of Śākya Siṅha.  Bibliotheca
Indica, 15.  Calcutta: Asiatic Society of Bengal,
1853-1877, 6 parts.


Müller, Edward, ed.  The Athāsaṃśāni.  London:
Henry Frowde for the Pali Text Society, 1897.

Müller, P. W. K.  "Uiguric II."  ARPAW, 3 (1910),
plus three plates.  Berlin: Königlichen Akademie
der Wissenschaften, 1910.

______, "Uigurica III: Uigurische Avadāna-Bruchstücke
(I-VIII)."  ARPAW, 2 (1920).  Berlin: Akademie der
Wissenschaften, 1922.

Muni, Draiapayana.  Brāhmavaiśaurāvṛtāna, ed. Vāsudeva
Śāstri Marāthe.  Poona: Ānandārama mudrāṇālya,
1935.

______.  Bombay: Venkatesvara Press,
1931.


Nagao, Gadjin M.  長尾雅人.  Index to the
Mahāyāna-Sūtrālakāra (Sylvain Lévi edition).
Gakujutsu Shinkō-kai (Japan Society for the Promotion
of Science), 1958.
South, Southeast, and Central Asian


Régamey, Konstanty, ed. and tr. The Bhadramāyākāravākarāṇa. The Warsaw Society of Sciences and Letters, Publications of the Oriental Commission, 3. Warsaw: Nakładem Towarzystwa naukowego warszawskiego, 1938. A simultaneous reference to Ch.1 is to the translation attributed to Dharmarakṣa (fl. 266-317) entitled Po-shuo huan-shih jen-heien ching 仏說幻身善因經, T(324)12.31a-37a; a reference to Ch.2 is to the translation by Bodhiruci done between 693 and 713 entitled Shou huan-shih Po-t'u-lo chi hui 佛說方便護持之會, T(310)11.486b-492b.


South, Southeast, and Central Asian


Tibetan Buddhist Canon.


b. Lhasa blockprint edition kept in the Harvard-Yenching Library. Perhaps completed under the thirteenth Dalai Lama in 1933 (?).


Information from Kenneth Ch'en, dissertation.


Wogihara, Unrai. *Bodhisattvabhāmi: A Statement of Whole Course of the Bodhisattra (Being Fifteenth Section of Yogācārabhāmi).* Tokyo: Published by the author, 1930.


Near and Middle Eastern Texts, Translations, and Dictionaries


Ancient Accounts of India and China by Two Mohammedan Travellers Who Went to Those Parts in the Ninth Century, tr. from the Arabic by the late Learned Eusebius Renaudot. London: Printed for Sam. Harding at the Bible and Anchor on the Pavement in St. Martin's-Lane, 1733.


Hasan Ibn Yazed Al-Sirafi. See Ancient Accounts of India and China, by Two Mohammedan Travellers, Who Went to Those Parts in the 9th Century.


*The Exultet Rolls of South Italy*, volume 2 (plates) only. Princeton and London: Princeton and Oxford University Presses, 1936 [printed at the Hague by Martinus Nijhoff].

Der Bänkelsänger: *Urkomische Schauerballaden, Mordaten und Mahlote, die tollete Heiterkeit hervorrufende Vorträge*. Mühlenhausen i. Thür.: G. Danner, n.d.


———. "Iranico-Indica IV." *BSOAS*, 13.4 (1951), 920-938.


European Languages


Barua, B. M. "Maskari-Gośāla's Early Life." Calcutta Review, 23.3 (June 1927), 355-375.
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Bertaux, Émile. *L'art dans l'Italie méridionale.*
Paris: Fontemoing, 1904.
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________. "The Shadow Theatres of Cambodia: Nang Sbek and Ayang." In Osman, ed., Traditional Drama and Music of Southeast Asia, pp. 52-57.


________. "Three Popular Motives in the Art of the Eastern Han Period: The Lifting of the Tripod,


Bussagli, Mario. "Note sull'Immagine del Buddha." Atti della Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, series 8, 1.7-9 (July-September 1946),202-239.


Center for Intercultural Studies in Folklore and Ethnomusicology, The University of Texas at Austin.


Cervantes, Miguel de. See under S. Griswold, M. Garcia, and E. Asensio.


———. "Note on the Wedding Ceremonies and Customs Observed in Tun-huang in the Second Half of the Ninth Century." East and West, n.s. 22.3-4 (September-December 1972), 313-327.


Ch'en, Li-1i. "Outer and Inner Forms of Chu-kung-tiao, with Reference to pien-wen, ts'u and Vernacular Fiction." HJAS, 32 (1972), 124-149.


European Languages
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"The Nature of Buddhist Art." Introductory Essay to Benjamin Rowland, Jr., The Wall Paintings of India, Central Asia, and Ceylon, pp. 3-38.

"Nirmana-kâya." JRAS (January 1938), 81-84.

"Notes on the Javanese Theatre." Râgam, 7 (July 1921), 5-11.


"Picture Showmen." THQ, 5.2 (June 1929), 182-187.

"The Shadow-Play in Ceylon." JRAS, 3 (July 1930), 627.


European Languages


Covarrubias, Miguel. Island of Bali, with an album of photographs by Rose Covarrubias. New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1938.

Coyajee, Sir J. C. Cults and Legends of Ancient Iran and China. Bombay: Jehangir B. Karam's Sons, 
1936.


________. History of the Indian Archipelago, Containing an Account of the Manners, Arts, Languages, 
Religions, Institutions, and Commerce of Its Inhabitants. 3 vols. London: Frank Cass, 1967; originally 
published 1820.

Crump, J. I. "Dans un Écran de Radar: Un Thème de la Littérature Vulgaire du Moyen Âge Chinois." 

________. "On Chinese Medieval Vernacular." 
New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 

________. Review of Ballade and Stories from 
Tun-huang, An Anthology, by Arthur Waley. JAS, 

Čuğuevski, L. I. "Touen-houang du VIIIe au Xe siècle." In 

Cuisinier, Jeanne. "The Sacred Books of India and 
the Malay and Siamese Theatres in Kelantan." Indian 
Art and Letters, n.s. 8.1 (1934), 43-50.

________. Le Théâtre d'Ombres à Kelantan, pref. 

Daffinà, Paolo. "L'Itinerario di Hui Shêng." Rivista 
degli Studi Orientali, 38.3 (1963), 235-267.

Dallapiccola, Anna Libera. Die "Paithan"-Malerei: Studie 
zu Ihrer Stilistischen Entwicklung und Ikonographie. 
Heidelberg Universität Südasien-Institut Schriftenreihe, 


________. "Manuscrits chinois de Touen-houang à Leningrad." TP, 51.4-5 (1964), 355-376.


La Recueil de la Salle des Patriarchs: Teou-t'ang tei. "" TP, 56.4-5 (1970), 262-286.


Devéria, M. G. ""Musulmans et manichéens chinois."" "" JA, n.s. 10 (November-December 1897), 445-484.


Dhaminivat [or Dhan Sivat], Prince. ""The Dalang."" "" JSS, 43.2 (1956), 113-135.
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